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Abstract: Two different models including confined cylinder with internal pressure and nonconfined cylinder of a concrete structure are selected for a drop test. With regard to internal
pressure, the performance of these structures is compared considering the shrinkage strain which is
calculated based on the latest model of RILEM called “B4” (RILEM report, 2014) and expansion
which is normally due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) effect on concrete and calculated based on the
substantial experimental study of Larive (1998). The simulations were performed in LS-DYNA,
which is suitable for high rate problems in form of explicit time integration. MAT_159 which is
available in material library of LS-DYNA is used for the concrete. The failure modes due to the
impact of the end drop test are studied.
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normal and high strength concrete cylinders
subjected to static and dynamic axial
compressive loads. Lee et al. [17] simulated
the drop impact of a cask using LS-YNA [18]
and ABAQUS [19]. Kim et al. [20] studied
shock-absorption of a pad of a cask using
ABAQUS explicit. Champiri et al. [21-22]
investigated the behavior of a thick-walled
degraded concrete cylinder structure under a
tip-over event using LS-DYNA.
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INTRODUCTION
Degradation of concrete limits the service
life
of
structures. Shrinkage
due
to
moisture transfer in the early age of concrete
and expansion due to thermal effect and alkalisilica reaction (ASR) may degrade the
concrete properties. Thick-walled cylinders are
widely used for nuclear containment and the
U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
provided some regulations to perform a drop
test which are mainly for steel structures [1-3].
From the experimental point of view, usually
Digital Image Correlation method (DIC) is
used to capture strain [4-7]. A long- thickwalled cylinder is selected to perform some
drop tests. Shrinkage strain is calculated based
on the latest model of RILEM called “B4” [8]
which considers the autogenous shrinkage and
drying shrinkage separately. Expansion of
ASR gel between aggregate and cement paste
reduces the stiffness and strength of concrete
and may cause cracking [9-10]. Substantial
experimental work was performed by Larive
[11] to evaluate the ASR expansion in
concrete and a 0.2% strain after one year was
proposed for concrete cylinder specimens.
Many researchers worked on hypothetical
events including drop test and free drop test of
thick-walled
cylinders
with
different
geometries.
Gupta
[12]
proposed
a
mathematical approach for tip-over simulation.
He considered some simple assumptions such
as a rigid pad and a single degree of freedom
mass–spring system. There are many
numerical methods to simulate the behavior of
such structures like lattice method and finite
element (FEA), while the lattice method is still
under development [13-14], FEA approach is
more preferred because of its accuracy. Since
implicit time integration is not capable of
simulating this contact-impact problem due to
the convergence issues with regard to the large
deformations and rotations and high
nonlinearity, explicit time integration is
generally used. Teng et al. [15] used a
dynamic explicit FEA code, named
DYNTRAN for impact analysis of a cask.
Elfahal [16] performed an experimental and
numerical study to investigate the size effect in

2 GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
For this study, a thick-walled cylinder
which is about one-third of a prototype
structure, has been selected with an external
radius of 25 inches (635 mm), a thickness of
10 inches (254mm) and a height of 80 inches
(203.2mm).
The friction-less
contact
happens on a rigid pad in order to minimize
the complexity of this scenario.
A well-known constitutive material model
called “MAT_159” which is available in the
library of LS-DYNA has been selected to
perform this dynamic impact study.
Continuous surface cap model (CSCM) relates
the shear yield cone and the hardening cap
with a smooth intersection. The plastic yield
surface corresponds to the initial damage
surface. Viscoplastic overstress formulation of
Duvaut-Lion is applied to model the rate
effects [23]. Figure 1.a shows the behavior of
this model under monotonic compression
loading for a single unit cubic element with
compressive strength of 4.5 ksi (30 MPa).
Figure 1.b shows the compression behavior
under cyclic loading. As seen, the compressive
strength is larger than 4.5 ksi (30 MPa)
because of the rate effects, which also changes
the slope of unloading/reloading after peak
because of the effect of ductile damage that
introduces a reduction of the stiffness under
cyclic loading. In this material model, rate
effects apply to the plasticity surface, damage
surface and fracture energy which is based on
Simo et al. [24]. Figure 1.c shows the behavior
of this material under uniaxial tensile stress.
Simple shear is applied to this material model
and Figure 1.d shows the shear response. As
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seen, the shear strength is between the
compressive strength. There is a kink at a
stress of 0.45 ksi(3 MPa) due to transfer from
elastic to strain hardening. Moussavi, et al.
investigated the behavior of thiis material
model under uniaxial, biaxial and
a
triaxial
loading scenarios [25].

For the drop test, unconfined compressi
compressive
strength of concrete is selected 5.5 ksi (38
MPa),A Young’s modulus of 4192ksi (28.9
GPa) and a Poisson’s ratio 0.15 is used.
3 EQUIVALENT TEMPERATU
TEMPERATURE DUE
TO SHRINKAGE AND EXP
EXPANSION
The behavior of this thick-walled
thick
cylinder
is investigated under shrinkage and expansion.
The outer and inner surfacess of the concrete
are subjected to negative strains due to
shrinkage and positive strains due to expansion
of concrete while the other elements are in
self-equilibrium.

(a) Prediction of compression
behavior of MAT_159.

3.1 Shrinkage
The latest formulation of RILEM
committee, B4 model [8] has been used to
model the shrinkage
hrinkage behavior of the cask.
Based on that model, the total shrinkage strain
is calculated as
ε sh ,total (t , t 0 ) = ε sh (t , t 0 ) + ε au (t , t 0 )
(1)

(b) Prediction of compression behavior
under cyclic loading for MAT_159.

where ε sh is drying shrinkage, ε au is autogenous
shrinkage. t is equivalent exposure duration in
days (temperature corrected), and t 0 is
equivalent time in days, temperature corrected
age at exposure. Final autogenous shrinkage is
calculated as

(c)Predictionof
of tensile
behavior of MAT_159
MAT_159.

ε au ∞ = −ε au ,cem (
where ε au ,cem is

a / c rε a ω / c rεω
) (
)
6
0.38

autogenous

shrinkage

(2)
in

cement, ω /c and a / c arethe water-to-cement
ratio and aggregate-to-cement
cement ratio (by
weight) of the concrete mixture, respectively
respectively.
Drying shrinkage is calculated according to
(d) Prediction
ction the
shear behavior of
MAT_
MAT_159

ε sh (t , t 0 ) = ε sh ∞ (t 0 )K h S (t )

(3)

where ε sh ∞ (t 0 ) is the ultimate shrinkage strain,
S (t ) defines the time variation of shrinkage,
and K h is dependent on RH humidity.
umidity.
This model has been applied to the thick
walled cylinder. Figure 2 shows the behavior
of shrinkage strain for 2 years. The following
parameters are considered: cement
ement type I, age
of loading: 28 days (t’=tc=28days),
=28days age when

Figure 1:Behavior
Behavior of MAT_159 under different
loading scenarios.
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elative humidity:
drying begins: (t0=28days), relative
(h=80%),volume
olume to surface ratio of cask
(V/S=4.44 in; or 113 mm), cement
ement content:
(C=13.6 lb/ft3; or 219.3 kg/m3),, water-tocement ratio: (w/c=0.6), aggregate
ggregate-to-cement
ratio: (a/c=0.7).

applied.. This height is an arbitrary number to
see the effects of a high velocity impact. The
model has about 20,000 elements and about
23,000 nodes.

Figure 2:Shrinkage strain within2
2 years
years.

3.2 Expansion
ASR is one of the chemical attacks that
may happen in concrete structures [9]. ASR
may cause cracking of the concrete when the
ASR gel between the aggregate and cement
paste expands. Larive [11]] showed that ASR
strain can reach to 0.2% at under different
temperature and humidity conditions as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3:ASR
ASR strain at different temperature and
humidity suggested byLarive
Larive [[11].

Total energy reported in LS
LS-DYNA is the
sum of: internal energy, kinetic energy, contact
(sliding) energy, hourglass energy and system
damping energy. In LS-DYNA,
DYNA, internal
energy includes elastic
tic strain energy and work
done in permanent deformation. External work
includes work done by applied forces an
and
pressures as well as work done by velocity,
displacement or acceleration boundary
conditions.
Hourglass stabilization was considered in
this model
del by using Belytschko
Belytschko-Bindeman
[26] (assumed strain co-rotational
rotational stiffness
form for 2D and 3D solid elements)
elements since one
integration point was implemented to evaluate
the 8-node
node brick elements of the 3-D
3 model.
This form is available
vailable for explicit problems.
Hourglass energy, which is the work done
by the forces calculated to resist hourglass
modes, takes away from physical energy of the
system. Hourglass energy is considered
reasonable when it is less than 10% of total

3.3 Internal pressure
In order to consider the effect of internal
pressure during this test, 0.145ksi
ksi (1 MPa)
pressure was applied to the internal layer of
the cylinder.
4

MODELING
ODELING PARAMETERS

4.1 Boundary Conditions
In the finite element simulations,
s, only half
of the cylinder was considered due to
symmetry. The displacement component in the
circumferential direction of the nodes in the
plane of symmetry (X–Z
Z plane) was
restrained. The rigid wall was modeled as a
frictionless contact to the state of impact.
4.2 Other parameters
In order to simulate the drop test, a 10 foot
(3 meter) free drop of the cask onto a flat was
4
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energy, so this can be another check poin
point of
the accuracy of the model.
Rate effect is another important issue
during contact type problems. If rate effect is
not taking into account, the response may be
different. Rate sensitivity of material was
considered for concrete materials during this
problem and can be activated directly
direc
from
MAT-159.
Gravity load was applied to the model as a
body load. Internal pressure was implemented
as segment load to the internal elements.
Shrinkage and ASR strains were imposed to
the model in the form of a temperature
gradient. To achieve this, a coefficient
coe
of
thermal expansion (which is assumed here as
  1  10 was introduced and a
corresponding thermal load was applied in the
form of a temperature curve.. Shrinkage strain
was calculated about   2  10 ,
therefore, the temperature gradient is from 0 to
-20 degrees. ASR strain was calculated as
   2  10 , which indicates that the
temperature is increasing about 200 degrees.
5

impact, kinetic energy decreases because of
deceleration during contact.

Figure 4:von-Mises
Mises stress (psi) contour for case 1.

RESULTS

Seven different cases were considered with
regards to material models and for shrinkage,
expansion and internal pressure. Energy-time
Energy
histories, hour-glass force and von-Mises
von
stress contour plots of these cases are
compared. The time corresponding
ing to the
maximum hour-glass force is selected to
present the stress contours in the contact state.

Figure 5:Energy time history for case 1

Case 2: Linear elastic material model with
internal pressure
In case of internal pressure
pressure, von-Mises
stress increases slightly as shown in Figure 6.
Energy
ergy time history is same as the previous
case.

Case 1: Linear elastic material model
In this case, linear elastic material is
considered for the thick-walled
walled cylinder. This
case is a benchmark problem and other cases
are compared to this case. Figure 4 shows the
contour of von-Mises
Mises stress in the contact
state. Effective stress reaches to 13ksi (90
MPa) in the lower level of cylinder where the
contact happens.
Time histories of total energy, kinetic
energy,
y, and internal energy, are presented in
Figure 5.. It is noted that internal energy
suddenly increases at t=1.15 sec because of
contact between the pad and cask. After

Figure 6:von-Mises
Mises stress (psi) contour for case 2.
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implemented in the inner and outer layer of the
part as described in Section 44.2. The behavior
of the cylinder is investigated considering
MAT-159 in case of no internal pressure
pressure. As
shown in Figure 9, von-Mises
Mises stress is reduced
to 4 ksi (27.5 MPa) during the impact. It may
be said that the concrete sees less shear strain
and damage in comparison to previous cases.

Case 3: Non-linear
linear material model
MAT-159 was implemented for thickthick
walled cylinder and its behavior was
investigated without internal pressure.
pressure As
shown in Figure 7, von-Mises
Mises stress is reduced
to 6 ksi (41 MPa) during the impact.

Figure 7:von-Mises
Mises stress (psi) contour for case 3.

Time histories of kinetic energy, internal
energy and hourglass energy are presented in
Figure 8. Hourglass energy is less than 10
percent of total energy.

Figure 9:von-Mises
Mises stress (psi) contour for case 5

Case 6: Non-linear
linear material model with
expansion
ASR strain is calculated as described in
Section 4.2.
2. The behavior of the cylinder is
investigated considering MAT
MAT-159 without
internal pressure. As shown in Figure 10, vonMises stress reduces to less than 2ksi (14 MPa)
during impact. Additionally, the energy time
histories are plotted in Figure 11,

Figure 8:Energy
Energy time history for case 3

Case 4: Non-linear
linear material model with
internal pressure
In this case the internal pressure is
considered and the behavior of thick-walled
thick
cylinder is investigated with non-linear
material model. Similar to case 2, stresses and
energy levels do not change significantly.
Figure 10:von-Mises
Mises stress (psi) contour for case 6.

Case 5: Non-linear
linear material model with
shrinkage strain
Shrinkage

strain

is

calculated

and
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where D is the level of damage in an element
at a specific time, and D is the limit for
damage. This criterion is highly dependent to
the constitutive models used for concrete.
Many researchers used different criteria for
failure analysis of structures iin finite element
software. Mostly, principal strain and shear
strain were used for concrete structures,
however, tensile damage and tensile stress for
evaluation of failure in structures were also
considered.. An extensive literature review has
been performed
ed in order to find a suitable
failure criterion for drop test of concrete
cylinder in LS-DYNA[27-30]..
It was found that using only the maximum
compressive strength as an erosion criterion is
not a good approach because the stiffness of
the structure is highly
ghly decreased when the
element is deleted, in other words, the stiffness
of elements in the softening part is neglected.
Therefore, damage based criterion was used. A
damage parameter of 0.99 was used. However,
it was seen that this criterion cannot captu
capture
the shear bond and shear cracks correctly.
Therefore,, a combination of damage and
maximum shear strain was used. Selecting a
value for maximum shear strain is not
straightforward and it is highly dependent on
the material model. A value between 0.1 to 0.9
0
is widely used in the literature [27-30]. It was
concluded that 0.1 can better describe this
criterion for MAT_159 (continuous surface
cap material model) during this impact
problem. Figure 12 show the failure modes of
the concrete after impact. As seen in the
Figure 12, the dominant
nant failure modes are
shear bond, concrete crushing. Additionally,
several micro-macro
macro cracks are seen.

Figure 11:Energy time history for case 6.

Case 7: Failure mode during the impact
In this case, failure modes of the thickthick
walled cylinder are investigated. Elements can
be deleted in LS-DYNA
DYNA when they reach a
failure criterion. Different failure criteria are
introduced as described below.
1) Maximum principal strain. Erosion is
initiated when a maximum principal strain
is reached according to
(4)
ε  ε 
where ε is the maximum principal strain of an
element in a specific time, and ε  is the
limit for maximum principal strain. Once the
element satisfies this criterion, it is deleted,
can no longer be recovered, and its stiffness
will be zero. This is a limit in tension strain
and can be applied to brittle materials like
concrete and used
ed as a criterion in crack
opening. It can also represent tensile fracture
and spalling of concrete.
2) Maximum shear strain. Erosion is initiated
when a maximum shear strain is reached
according to
(5)
γ  γ 
where γ is the maximum shear strain of an
element at a specific time, and γ  is the
limit for maximum shear strain. This criterion
can be used for shear failure in concrete
elements subjected to contact explosion or
close blast loads, or to concrete plates under
un
projectile perforation. The important issue
about this criterion is that the estimation of the
shear strain erosion limit from concrete is not
straightforward.
3) Damage. Erosion is initiated when a
damage parameter is reached according to
(6)
D  D

6

CONCLUSIONS

Itt is necessary to investigate the behavior of
concrete containment structures with degraded
material properties to predict their long tterm
behavior.. In this paper different cases of
impact of a concrete cask were studied using
finite element modeling and analyses with
linear and non-linear
linear material, internal
pressure, and shrinkage and expansion strains.
The results were presented in the form of von7
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Mises stress and energy-time histories. It was
shown that low rate internal pressure does not
change the behavior of structure significantly
during impact. Additionally, shrinkage and
expansion strain reduce the level of stress
during impact. Energy level does not change
significantly under different cases while the
hourglass energy should be accounted for.
Failure modes of the concrete structure were
also investigated due to impact and it was
found out that concrete crushing and shear
bond are the most dominant failures this dropimpact events.
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